ROLES OF CLOTHING/CLOTHING CHOICES

1. How does clothing affect us:
   Physically _____ gives warmth and protection
   Psychologically/Socially _____ helps us feel accepted

2. List six (6) reasons why people wear clothing and give examples of each.
   1. _____ protection
   2. _____ modesty
   3. _____ safety/sanitation
   4. _____ identification
   5. _____ status
   6. _____ decoration

3. List four (4) reasons why people might have different interpretations of modest dress:
   1. _____ laws and customs of the land
   2. _____ religious beliefs
   3. _____ personal activities
   4. _____ styles of the time

4. Explain the role of clothing in creating an image for each of the following:
   Yourself _____ individual answers will vary
   School groups _____ school pride, school spirit, belonging
   Community organizations _____ belonging/membership, values of organization

5. Define the following styles of dress:
   Fashion conformity _____ When fashions currently accepted are selected
   Personal originality _____ When clothing expresses one's individuality
   Classic _____ Clothing choices are stylish, conservative, and professional looking

6. Technology and media affect clothing choices by:
   _____ The way fibers are processed, fabrics are manufactured, garments produced,
   _____ clothing choices of famous persons, current fashions/fads, etc.